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The DOE Joint Genome Institute JGI
https://www.jgi.doe.gov
Sequencing Programs: Microbial,
Metagenomics, Plants, Fungi, Single Cell
DNA Synthesis
Metabolomics
FICUS

Calls for User Proposals: Community Science Program
(large scale sequencing DNA Synthesis
Bioenergy Research Centers
CSP New Investigators
FICUS: Sequencing plus proteomics
FICUS: (JGI NERSC KBase Microbiome Data Science)
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FICUS program purpose and goals
 Launched in 2013 to facilitate access to capabilities at
JGI and EMSL
 Goal is to enable high-impact DOE science combining
cutting edge capabilities by reducing administrative
barriers
 Expanded in 2017 with the JGI-NERSC Microbiome
Data Science call, supporting computationally
intensive data analysis efforts
 To date, 25 publications (2 more expected soon) with 1/3
in high impact factor journals
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2019 FICUS JGI-NERSC-KBase Biological Data Science Call for Proposals (OPEN)
The Biological Data Science call will enable users to perform state-of-the-art computational
research to explore the wealth of genomic and metagenomic data generated worldwide and
translate sequence information into biological discovery.
Users will have access to resources and capabilities through two DOE Office of Science User
Facilities, the Joint Genome Institute (JGI) and the National Energy Research Scientific
Computing Center (NERSC), as well as the DOE Systems Biology Knowledgebase (KBase).
The call aims to help users perform large-scale computational analyses of genomics and
related omics data to solve problems relevant to the DOE missions in bioenergy and the
environment.
Projects are encouraged that relate to:
 Large-scale data mining;
 Large scale computations for large datasets;
 Developing explainable scalable machine learning and artificial intelligence based
methods for sequence classification, gene calling or gene functional annotation;
 Developing new analysis and/or visualization tools for Terabyte (TB)-sized multi-omics
data deployable in KBase, IMG, or MycoCosm
 Distributing resulting data products through IMG/JGI portals or KBase
Due date: accepted electronically to https://proposals.jgi.doe.gov/ by September 13, 2018.
For more information: Ramana Madupu Ramana.Madupu@science.doe.gov
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The DOE Systems Biology Knowledgebase KBase
Seamless integration of data and tools
in an open-source platform supporting
learning, reproducibility and
collaboration.
 Powerful scientific framework for
predicting function of biomolecules,
microorganisms, plants and their
communities.
 KBase is designed to accelerate
research about microorganisms,
plants and their communities in
environmental context with emphasis
on DOE goals.
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Current workflows and data types in KBase (Arkin et al.,
2018)
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2050 active users as of August 3, 2018
70+ more Apps since Jan 2017 - over 130
analysis apps in production alone
spanning assembly, annotation,
comparative genomics, metabolic
modeling, expression analysis, RNA-seq,
metagenomics, among others
Direct access to JGI search&data JAMO
system
JGI metagenome tools eg:metagenome
assembly pipeline, MetaBat2 contig
binning tool
New search interface that also covers
public user data and narratives going
beyond the previous reference data search
Data import by drag and drop of files,
upload from website, and bulk upload via
Globus.
Expanded features captured by genome
object including mRNA and non coding
features
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Cumulative Active Users (March
2016 - Present)
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 Greater Integration with JGI
 Roadmap for interactions between
KBase and EMSL over the next
three years

http://www.kbase.us/
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KBase: Recent Progress
Community Partnerships
User Working Groups (UWGs): thematic teams of BER researchers to help organize and
coordinate the development of data and analyses; focused on integration of tools and
development of science stories centered on
• Microbiome UWG : microbiome analysis.
• Metabolism UWG: metabolism in plant, microbes, and microbial communities
• Functional Genomics UWG: gene & regulatory functions in plants and microbes
Research highlights
●

●
●

●
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Release of canonical KBase paper in July 2018: Arkin AP, Cottingham RW, Henry CS,
Harris NL, Stevens RL, Maslov S, et al. KBase: The United States Department of Energy
Systems Biology Knowledgebase. Nature Biotechnology. 2018;36: 566.
Increased rate of publications that cite KBase in their analysis or mention KBase as an
important tool for genomics research; 10 citations and 14 mentions of KBase for 2018
Taş et. al. (2018) used KBase to analyze metagenomic samples for arctic soil
microbiome research by annotating binned contigs into genomes and comparing those
genomes against reference data using a phylogenetic tree builder within KBase.
Nickerson et. al. (2018) ran the Tuxedo RNAseq workflow in KBase on RNA reads
obtained from Salmonella Typhi to explore differential expression changes in bacteria
on host cells. They also used KBase to identify patterns of gene expression using
clustering Apps.
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